
THE BIBLE AS:
A HISTORY BOOK

Theme:  Seeing that His divine power has
granted to us everything pertaining to life and
godliness… (2 Peter 1:3)

  

   

Introduction:
1.  People refer to the Biblical stories with the misunderstanding that those stories are

nothing more than made up tales to teach morals to children, like Aesop’s Fables. Yet
the characters are real, the civilizations are real, and the events are real.

2. The Bible as a history book is superior to any work of man.  For one, in ancient times
the histories written by nations were severely biased.  Herodotus, writing in the fifth
century B.C., is called the Father of Modern History, because he was known to “tell it
like it is.”  The Bible was doing that long before Herodotus and is therefore unique as an
ancient text.

3. For another, in this age, when history is again becoming biased, the Bible is a refreshing
work of divine guidance that stands out against the petty axes people have to grind
today.

4. The Bible is also unique in another area.  It is the job of the historian, to pick from all
that is going on, those main events that drive or change the course of history.  Of this,
Sir William Ramsey said that Luke should be listed among the top historians in all of
history. The Bible does that excellently, not only dealing with the major players in the
major nations, but is the only work showing how God was a part of it all.  

5. In comparison, the Bible is the only historical work that lists THE major events in all of
man’s existence: The Creation, the Flood, and the Crucifixion of the Son of God.

6. In this short presentation, we would like to demonstrate more of the uniqueness of the
Bible, especially as a book of solid, reliable history.

A. Prehistoric
1. Philosophic man as always asked, “Where did we come from?”  After all, what is

the purpose of “history” if not discovering what has gone on before.  And, we might
add, can we learn anything from it in order not to make the same mistakes.

2. The Bible alone is the major source of dealing with these two inquires.  Where man
still speculates as to whether we were deposited here by aliens, or clawed our way
up from a genetic cesspool, the Scriptures tell us we definitely were created by a
superior intellect, made in His (Their) image.  
Genesis 1:26 -- Then God said, “let Us make man in Our image, according to Our
likeness…”

3. It also tells us that we corrupted ourselves, and that our purpose in this life is to
again rectify ourselves and reconcile ourselves to our divine Parent.

4. There is much in the Antediluvian period (pre-flood) that the Bible speaks of that is
recorded nowhere else in men’s texts:
• The earth’s weather system was totally different, as there was no rain, but a

mist used to rise from the earth and water the whole surface of the ground
(Genesis 2:6).

• It tells us of the first men and even lets us know what their names were.
• Even then, men used to cultivate the ground and kept flocks (Genesis 4:2,12).
• It records that one of the first cities was built by Cain and named after his son,

Enoch (Genesis 4:17).
• It introduces the first to keep livestock and to those who played the lyre and

pipe (Genesis 4:20-21).



• It also records that Tubal-cain was the first forger of implements of bronze and
iron (Genesis 4:22), knowing the secrets of the metallurgy of iron that would not
be discovered again until roughly the time of Moses.

• It also reveals that men used to live up to 800 and 900 years of age (Genesis 5).
• It makes known too that man’s wickedness grew to intolerable proportions and

that a flood covered the earth that destroyed almost all (Genesis 6:5,17).  With
this we have concurrent records from other chronicles, like the Gilgamesh Epic.

• It appears as well that the technology of man was great then, as Noah was able
to build a vessel the size of a super tanker, proportions of which were
unreplicated until recent times.

5. The Bible also gives us the origin of peoples in the Table of Nations recorded in
Genesis ten and tells us that out of these family genealogies all nations came about
(Genesis 10:32).

6. The origin of the various languages is also made known (Genesis 11:9) along with
some of the technology that survived the flood (Genesis 11:3), made use of to build
the tower of Babel.

 

 B. The Bible Right When Men Laughed
1. For centuries the Old Testament has stood as the lone record of numerous events,

places and people of the ancient world.  Many of these records were once publicly
mocked by skeptics of the Scriptures as being incorrect.  It was reasoned that since
no mention of them had been found in any other ancient writing it was proof that
the Bible was wrong.

2.  Recent discoveries in archeology, however, have proven the Word of God to be
correct in great detail and those who stood and mocked were the ones found to be
in error.

3. In Genesis 11:31, Abraham (Abram) is recorded as living in the city of Ur.  The
existence of this city was often scorned until recent diggings uncovered its ancient
ruins.  Temples, houses, and even the kings’ tombs have been discovered.

4. The Hittite nation, mentioned in Genesis 15:20, was also once unknown outside the
Scriptures.  Not only has unearthed evidence from Egypt and Assyria shown it to
have existed for seven centuries, the ruins of the empire itself have been uncovered.
Not only that, but it is now known that there were two Hittite Empires.  We almost
know more now about the Hittites than any other ancient civilization.

5. The ancient Egyptian city of Pithom (mentioned in Exodus 1:11; 5:7), has also been
revealed, showing the storehouses built by the Israelites.

6. The discovery of the ancient empire of Mari at Ebla, and the excavation of its clay
tablet libraries, have revealed that, contrary to the scoffers, Sodom and Gomorrah
did exist and what might be a reference to Abraham lays in the texts.

7. The account of the fall of Babylon, as recorded by Daniel, was strongly questioned
because he stated that Belshazzar was the city’s last ruler (Daniel 5:30). Until 1853
no mention of Belshazzar was ever found in Babylonian records.  However, Ancient
inscriptions have since been unearthed that show that Nabonidus, Babylon’s last
known king, had a “first-born, favorite son” called Belshazzar who reigned as co-
regent with his father.  One cuneiform inscription reads; “He freed his hand, he
entrusted the kingship to him.  Then he himself undertook a distant campaign…”
This also explains the statement that Daniel was the “third ruler in the kingdom”
since Nabonidus and Belshazzar were the first two.

8.  Further, the location of the land of Goshen, Shishak’s scultured account of his
campaign against King Rehoboam, Sennacharib’s history of his invasion of Palestine
mentioning King Hezekiah, the city of Ninevah, Moabite battle records mentioning
“Omri, King of Israel,” an inscription “To the Unknown Gods” recorded in Acts
17:23, and multitudes of other Biblical facts have likewise been discovered to the
dismay of all those who thought they could discount the word of God by their
wishful thinking.  



  C. God in the Works
1. The Bible records something else that is not in the history books – God as the main

force in the course of events.
2. It is God who begins the world again with the flood.  It is God who brings down

Egypt with the plagues and brings the race of the Israelites out to be a nation.  As
the prophet Amos adds about other nations God brought forth: “…the Philistines
from Caphtor and the Arameans from Kir.” (Amos 9:7)

3. God brought in the Hyksos so that Joseph could be second in power in all of Egypt.
He caused Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon to eat grass to make him humble, and
caused him to have visions so that Daniel might be exalted.  God also magnified
Daniel, Mordecai and Esther before the Persians, and caused Nehemiah and Ezra to
be allowed to take the Israelites out of captivity.

4. Through the prophet Isaiah, He preached to the major powers all around Israel and
brought them down when they didn’t listen.  He sent Jonah to Ninevah to preach
repentance and Obadiah to Edom.  He also called Cyrus the Persian by name more
than a hundred years before his time (Isaiah 45) and told him He would make him a
great nation.

5 .  God foretold the destruction of Babylon, Assyria and Tyre, and in the New
Testament, went head to head with the Roman Empire, and when the smoke
cleared, only the kingdom of God endured.

 D. Where Does This All Lead?
1. It gives one assurance that the Bible is the word of God and can be relied upon for

its accuracy in all matters.  The nation of Israel today looks into the Bible to see
what used to grow where, and has begun to replant the realm.

2. Modern battles have been fought over the same Biblical sites using the same tactics
and getting the same results.

3. When the scientist respects the Biblical authority, he makes new discoveries and
avoids dead-end research.

4. What is most important, of course, is what God is trying to tell men in every period
of time – they have sinned and separated themselves from Him.  But the beauty
story throughout the whole Old and New Testament is that God has made
provision by supplying a redeemer and a course of instruction on how to again
obtain the image of his Creator.   In this most of all, we can trust the Scriptures and
learn to depend on God for guidance into the realm of the spirit and beyond into
eternal life.


